Waste Valuation and Problems Encountered In Waste Bank Management: A Case Study at BSU ASRI BMP
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ABSTRACT
Community participation-based waste management has been carried out by DKLH Jember Regency through the establishment of the Main Waste Bank its derivative organization, namely the Unit Waste Bank at a lower level. In this system, the effort being made is the integration of waste management, starting from the household as a producer, followed by sorting, then depositing it to BSU and ending with delivery to a temporary warehouse so that the waste is handled properly. This article aims to explore the potentials and problems encountered in the management of a Waste Bank which involves the participation of residents while still paying attention to aspects of economic feasibility. The research was carried out using the analytical descriptive via interview and analysis of primary data owned by BSU ASRI BMP with due observance of scientific principles and maintaining the independence and interests of the authors. From the results of the research it is known that waste valuation efforts by providing economic value to each component of waste produced by each household are able to generate citizen interest in sorting and depositing the waste produced. The main contributors in the transfer of inorganic waste from BSU to BSI sequentially are paper, plastic and metal waste with the highest exchange rate ratio in metal waste. The main problem faced in the management of waste banks is the motivation of residents to independently handle daily waste. Besides that, there are also management constraints because the managers are housewives who must divide their time and attention for routine daily activities.
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INTRODUCTION
Waste management has become a global concern, both in terms of quantity and the ever-growing complexity of problems [1]–[3]. The low level of public awareness, the limited landfill area, and the limited ability of local governments in terms of financing and administration are the supporting factors that make the waste problem more complex [4], [5]. In Jember there are 800 ton of waste produce daily which only 300 ton could be manage by the goverment, around 500 ton were not handle properly. In this condition, the handling of household waste cannot only be the responsibility of the government, but efforts are made to become a joint effort by the community itself as a producer of waste. [6]–[8]. We realize that the management model should be based on a valuation of waste so that it has economic value, in other words "in order for people to care, waste must be empowered, it is clearly shown that waste management will generate revenue with economic value”[2], [8]. Community-Based Integrated Waste Management is an approach to waste management that is based on community needs and requests, planned, implemented, controlled and evaluated with the community [4], [5], [9].

Sustainable waste management must pay attention to the principles of qualitative analysis of waste management which involves 3 aspects, namely the environment, implementation, and institutions [10], [11]. In addition, it is necessary to study quantitatively the efforts that have been made on 5 important aspects in the implementation of sustainable waste management, namely environment, socio-culture, economy, policy, and waste reduction. [10], [12]–[14]. In
In general, waste management has become a very important thing considering its connection with increasing population and development of residential areas that occur as a consequence of regional development both in urban areas and new economic growth centres [14]–[17].

This study aims to investigate data and information related to waste management which is carried out based on valuation by considering the economic value of each waste item and the deposit amount is carefully calculated to obtain a fair value. We also explore issues related to technical and non-technical obstacles encountered in the management of the Unit Waste Bank so far that it can be used as a comparison and valuable information for future management improvements.

**METHODS**

This study uses the ASRI BMP Unit Waste Bank as a case study which is located at Perumahan Bumi Mangli Permai Blok IF No. 14 RT 01/ RW 15 Kelurahan Mangli Kecamatan Kaliwates Jember Regency. The research data was obtained based on the results of interviews, observations and administrative data tracking owned by BSU (figure 1). The study was conducted for one month from 2 February to 4 March 2023 by utilizing all available data and information to get a complete picture of integrated waste management. BSU ASRI BMP has obtained a Certificate of Registration from DKLH Jember Regency No. 660.1/001.SKTBS/35.09.319/2023 and Business Certificate from Dinas Koprasi dan Usaha Mikro, Jember Regency No. 518/386/324/2022.
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**Figure 1.** The main flow of the study which focused on the problem related to each element of the waste management model.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ASRI BMP Unit Waste Bank (BSU) is currently carrying out inorganic waste management activities through waste sorting, recording and calculating its economic value through the Waste Bank mechanism and organic waste management through the maggot BSF cultivation program which has economic value so that it can add value to the benefits of household waste. In particular, waste bank activities have started since November 2021 with customers starting from the member of Dasa Wisma’s in the RT 01 RW 15 and also the surrounding residence. Currently there are 6 Dasa Wisma’s BSU customers and 85 individual members scattered in the Bumi Manglik Permai Housing area and its surroundings. In the activities of the waste bank, the customer deposits waste then the waste bank administrators weigh and sort the waste every 2 weeks and the results of the waste sorting will be deposited to the Jember Main Waste Bank with all deposit data carefully recorded so that each depositor can identified the amount of money of successfully collected waste that has been paid. The average data at each weighing is 96.95 kg and the value in rupiah is IDR 142,740 for the total waste that has been successfully sorted and sent to BSI is 2520.7 kg with a value of IDR 3,711,240.

The pattern of waste processing from customers to delivery to BSI at BSU ASRI BMP is as follows; each household sorts the waste generated based on the categories that have been previously socialized. Each type of waste is separated and cleaned in a dry state into plastic containers then deposited every two weeks to BSU (figure 2). Sorting and identification of types of waste is continued by BSU at the time of special weighing and sorting which is carried out at Social Facilities of RT01/15 to then be stored in a temporary storage warehouse. Each type of waste that is weighed is recorded in a special bookkeeping and separated independently for each customer so that the deposit amount and the economic value of the successfully deposited waste can be known. The final stage will adjust to the pick-up schedule by BSI where the waste that has been sorted and put in plastic bags is finally deposited for further processing by BSI.

Figure 2. The sortation of the waste by identified the difference of the matter and also economical value into the certain category.
In each weighing session followed by depositing waste to BSI, it is known that there are three main categories of inorganic waste, namely plastic, paper and metal (figure 3). However, there is still contribution from glassware waste and residue, although the quantity is not large enough. Based on the data in BSU’s books, there is quite promising potential for used cooking oil as part of organic waste that can be recycled or used for other industrial needs with economic value. The production and utilization of inorganic waste carried out by BSU ASRI BMP is carried out as an effort to contribute to integrated waste management so that the sorting that is carried out can be immediately absorbed by the manufacturer as industrial raw material [1], [5].

![Figure 3. Contribution of three types of inorganic waste in the deposit session from BSU to BSI every two weeks.](image)

The consistent effort made by BSU to build awareness of inorganic waste management from the RT 01/RW 15 community is to encourage families who are customers to sort their waste first based on the categories that have been previously introduced, this is intended to facilitate the sorting and weighing process. In this stage, not all waste will be disposed of or deposited into BSU, but for some items that are still possible to be reused or used as substitutes for similar goods, this principle is part of sustainable use. In general, sustainable waste management focuses on efforts to utilize waste by adhering to the 3R principles, namely Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. [4], [5], [11], [15]–[17]. These three principals have been applied in stages by BSU members to reduce daily waste production and extend the useful life of daily necessities, which in turn contributes to the total waste that must be disposed of at the Final Disposal Site (TPA).

Waste valuation efforts carried out by introducing price lists for each type of waste up to more than 30 types have been able to stimulate members to sort the waste they produce themselves. Understanding of the economic value of each type of waste has been demonstrated by members of BSU by focusing on sorting by category and not including all categories of waste in one place. This makes sorting work easier when deposits are made from the customer’s side to BSU. Broadly speaking, there are three contributors to household waste generated with a significant proportion of exchange rates with significant economic value, with metal waste being the highest, followed by paper and plastic waste whose values are relatively balanced (figure 4). From this data it can be said that waste valuation is an important stage as a stimulant for customer motivation in managing their waste so that it provides economic benefits [10], [12], [17].
So far, there are a number of problems faced by BSU ASRI BMP in sustainable waste management, including the limitations of managers in managerial and administrative abilities of finance and goods, customer motivation and consistency in sorting and depositing their waste, organic waste whose volume and type are quite significant. To deal with problems related to managerial skills, BSU cooperates with BSI and DKLH Jember Regency who have provided a number of integrated waste management trainings to provide practical knowledge regarding waste segregation procedures, recycling utilization and distribution. Organizing within the scope of BSU has also been arranged to provide opportunities for administrators to assist in carrying out daily activities starting from their duties as director, secretary, treasurer and other organizational devices.

Another problem that is quite prominent is the motivation and consistency of customers to sort and then deposit their waste to BSU on a regular basis; some of these obstacles are related to the habit of sorting and cleaning waste. So far, residents generally dispose of household waste directly into trash cans without sorting or cleaning it. Changing mind-set and behaviour by prioritizing the value of the benefits of goods takes time so the process is not uniform among customers. At this stage it seems that progress is starting to be seen after about a year since BSU ASRI BMP was established where residents are starting to feel the need for waste management because of economic value and appreciation for the value of goods with a longer shelf life. The role of government apparatus at the RT and RW level shows positive participation by providing facilities in the form of storage warehouses and ease of socialization as well as Dasa Wisma's participation as a driving force in waste collection and processing. When referring to the qualitative analysis method to study the management of waste management, it is necessary to carry out 3 aspects, namely the environment, implementation, and institutions [10], [12], [15]. So the waste processing carried out by BSU ASRI BMP has been implemented even though it is still in process and needs to be improved in the future. Ideally, quantitatively, serious efforts have been made towards 5 important aspects in the implementation of sustainable waste management, namely environment, socio-culture, economy, policy, and waste reduction. [2]–[4], [8], [10].

Figure 4. Comparison of the price ratio of the three main organic waste materials collected and deposited from BSU ASRI BMP each deposit session.
CONCLUSION

The sustainable waste management carried out by BSU ASRI BMP has been carried out within one and a half years and has succeeded in collecting and depositing 2520.7 kg of inorganic waste with a value of IDR 3,711,240. The average every time we weighed with an interval of two weeks is 96.95 kg and the value in rupiah is IDR 142,740. From these figures it can be said that BSU's performance in managing waste generated in the environment has been running and is expected to be improved by optimizing organic waste processing to reduce the volume of daily total waste generated by residents. We also identified some problems related to the motivation of the people to manage their own waste in the proper way which already endeavored by the management to be solved through social approachment. The managerial incopentence has been overcome by the involvement of the staff to several training provided by the main waste bank.
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